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The gentle interactive
anti-snoring solution

DO YOU STILL
 SNORE? 

The new way to reduce snoring.
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"Those who can sleep,

can be happy."
Erich Kästner



THE ADVANTAGES

I reduces snoring by 70 %* on average
I improves quality of life, also for others affected such as partners
I maintains deep sleep* 
I increases vitality and concentration, improves stress tolerance
I easy one-touch use
I clinically tested
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*Recorded in home environment.

SISSEL® SILENCIUM® – THE INTER-
ACTIVE  ANTI-SNORING SOLUTION
Restful and restorative sleep in a new dimension

Sleep is healthy and vitally important, especially for our mental health. While we sleep our

bodies process what happened each day, cell growth is stimulated, tissue recovers strength

and regenerates and our immune system is strengthened. But a deep and restorative sleep

has unfortunately a natural "enemy". Snoring. 

Snoring is a problem which is often underestimated and which can have long-term

physical and psychological effects. Rarely having a good night’s sleep can lead to

tiredness during the day, irritability, problems with concentration and a general

all-round weakening of performance. Heavy snorers in particular are associated

with serious health problems. 

Any person who snores disturbs not only their sleep but also the sleep of their partner who

is, after many disturbed nights, just as tired.
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Easy one-touch use

SISSEL® SILENCIUM® - HOW IT WORKS
Improved sleep – WITHOUT medication or annoying anti-snoring devices

The interactive anti-snoring solution "SISSEL® SILENCIUM®" is a unique innovation which makes nights - and therefore life -

more pleasant for snorers and their long-suffering partners. 

The SISSEL® SILENCIUM® continually monitors the sounds made during sleep and the positioning of the head. When the built-

in microphones detect a snore, air chambers (depending on the head’s position) are inflated moving the head, gently and

quietly, to another position. 

Changing the head’s position increases the distance between the tongue and throat, enlarging the airway and significantly 

reducing snoring. If this first movement isn’t enough, the SISSEL® SILENCIUM® gently and imperceptibly moves the head little

by little, right and left, up and down until the snoring stops or the head finds the position which reduces snoring to a minimum.  

Success is noticeable and measurable. Using the SISSEL® SILENCIUM® can reduce snoring by 70 %* on average. It offers an easy

and effective solution for a deep and restorative sleep. Users can, if they wish, easily document and assess their snoring patterns

with the special PC software.   

The innovative anti-snoring solution with measurable success!

* Recorded 

in home 

environment.
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ADJUSTING

The SISSEL® SILENCIUM® is a medical de-

vice that requires a period of adjustment.

It can take between a few days and up to 

4 weeks to become fully used to a different

way of lying comfortably and to the anti-

snoring system. Every night during this time

you will sleep more deeply and peacefully. 

DESIGN
1 Microphones register snoring

2 Visco-elastic layer for greater comfort

3 Sensor layer registers head position

4 6 x 2 air chambers re-position the head

5 Flexible vario insert adjusts height

HIGH TECH FOR A BETTER QUALITY OF LIFE
SISSEL® SILENCIUM® – Product features:

I new, innovative multi-layered construction 

I intelligent, quiet technology ensures almost silent use

I easy care outer cover, removable and washable 

I breathable, waterproof inner lining (wipeable) 

I dimensions: approx. 60 x 40 x 7/9 cm

I operates with 6V – EMC tested (Electromagnetic Compatibility)

I certified according to 93/42/EEC (Medical Device Directive)

Microphones

Cable

Control unit
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PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE OF HEALTHY SLEEP

HEALTHY SLEEP…

…is characterized by the continual changing of the differing sleep stages. Especially in the deep sleep stage vital

regeneration processes necessary for our physical and psychological health take place. Sleep can only be

deep and restorative when the varying sleep stages occur without interruption. Sleep disorders and sleep apnea 

disturb these regeneration processes, this can have serious consequences for our health and well-being.

SNORING AND ITS EFFECTS

When we sleep our muscles relax. The upper airway can be narrowed

by the soft tissue of the throat and tongue. Each breath makes the air-

way vibrate which produces a snoring sound. This happens most com-

monly if you sleep on your back. Snorers are often unaware of their

snoring but may also suffer from a dry mouth, hoarseness or a sore

throat. Long-term physical and psychological well-being can also be

noticeably affected.

Never having a good night’s sleep can lead to daytime fatigue, loss of concentration, reduced perfor-

mance, less resistance to stress and irritability.

Heavy snoring in particular can be associated with serious health problems. Current studies indicate that habitual

snoring can damage the heart and cervical arteries and so increase the risk of heart disease or stroke. It is therefore

important to take appropriate early measures and also to consult a doctor.

SNORING – A WIDESPREAD COMMON COMPLAINT 

Although it is estimated that there are over 100 million snorers in Europe, not enough attention is paid to its health

and social consequences. 60 % of men and 40 % of women are affected by snoring and it should not be forgotten

that partners are also often greatly affected too.

Chin

Throat

Tongue

Nose

Blocked airway

Sleep stages Healthy sleep 
with deep sleep without deep sleep

• awake

• 1

• dreaming stage (REM)

Unhealthy sleep

• 2

• 3

• 4
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SCIENTIFIC STUDIES

CLINICAL TESTS CONFIRM THE POSITIVE EFFECTS

Clinical tests in the sleep laboratory of the Department of Neurology and Neurophysiology at the Lindenbrunn Clinic

in Coppenbruegge proved that a pneumatic anti-snoring system has a positive effect on patients with mild to heavy

snoring.

USER TESTS (FIELD STUDY)

A SISSEL® SILENCIUM® test program was carried out in several countries throughout 2012. Participants used the anti-

snoring solution at home for 4 nights. The SISSEL® SILENCIUM® was activated for 2 nights and not activated for 2 and

the analysis software recorded all snoring levels.

Data evaluation showed an average reduction in snoring of 70 % with a maximum reduction of 95 %. All the

participants confirmed they had enjoyed a more restful and more restorative sleep with less tiredness the following

morning after the adjustment period. This anti-snoring solution was consistently described as being simple, comfor-

table and non-intrusive.

PLANNED STUDIES

As numerous studies have established the correlation between the position of the head and pauses in breathing du-

ring sleep (apnea) a further study with the SISSEL® SILENCIUM® and sleep apnea patients has been planned.  Positive

effects of the SISSEL® SILENCIUM® regarding the reduction of pauses in breathing have been observed in individual

cases. Consult your doctor if you have indications of sleep apnea (severe daytime fatigue etc.).

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW IN DETAIL HOW IT WORKS FOR YOU:
THE SISSEL® SILENCIUM® ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

I PC software to monitor and record snoring and SISSEL® SILENCIUM® activity

I included in delivery, download at www.sisselsilencium.com

The snoring patterns of the user can, if necessary, be recorded and evaluated using the spe-

cially designed SISSEL® SILENCIUM® analysis software. Simply connect the control unit to a

standard Windows PC or laptop with the USB cable provided, download the software and

you’re ready to go. Snoring sounds, their intensity, the position of the head on the system

and any suggested movements are recorded through the night.

The new way to reduce snoring with measurable success!
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SISSEL® SILENCIUM®

Experience a good and restorative night's sleep, 

just as it's meant to be!
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MORE 
INFOS
HERE!

Our general terms and conditions and terms of 
guarantee apply. Typesetting and printing errors 
excepted. Changes in color, material and construction
possible.

Further advice is available at:


